
 

COVID Safety System and Certification 
Are your employees protected? 

SYNOPSIS 
In this time of emergency due to the pandemic, businesses need to 
protect themselves and their employees to continue thriving. As an 
employer, we have a commitment to stay open responsibly and 
safely. As the pandemic continues to cause safety problems, there will 
be the question of did we take the right precautions to protect our 
people? With the correct precautions in place, there will be less 
stress, less sick employees and in turn, less downtime.  

This workshop will bring together the company to create the systems 
and habits to help keep the employees safe. Having this audit will also 
show that the company its very best to prevent safety risks. The end 
result will be a company that is equipped to meet the CDC standards 
and has a system in place to adapt to an unpredictable future. In the 
near future, all applicants will be asking what your company did during 
the pandemic. Will you proud of your response?  

 



 

MISSION 
With a combination of the classroom and hands-on application the workshop effectively teaches: 

● Assess client’s facility and operations to identify areas of risk 
● Regulatory compliance to keep employees safe and informed 
● How to form and implement an emergency response team 
● How to sustain proper cleaning techniques 
● How to prepare for and respond to a potentially sick employee 
● Identifying and utilizing proper PPE 
● Necessities for sustaining a safe working environment 

PREPARATION 
This class is held at the client’s facility. Details about attendees, preparation, timing, and equipment needs will 
be discussed beforehand.  

The training begins with a day classroom session assembling the response team and learning the new system 
for safety in a pandemic. The following 2 ½-day classes will focus on assessing the facility, the necessary 
precautions and PPE, and training the response team on the new safety system. These three days will result in 
the client’s response team being fully prepared to respond in case of viral pathogen emergencies. There will be 
a final ½-day for the discussion of standardization and sustainability that will set the stage for future activities. 
A report out to management and others occurs at the end of the final day. The classroom portion of the training 
can accommodate up to 12 students. This should include the Response Team and all leaders of production. 

● Minimum of 6 and maximum of 20 participants 
● One 8 hour day with three 4 hours days 
● At the client’s facility with tables, whiteboard, and projector/monitor provided. Space should be 

configured for Social Distancing 
 
 
 
 

For more information 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1Ea419aYpQ 

 


